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Let (C, 2, p) be a finite, atomless measure space and let Lm be an Orlicz space 
of measurable functions on G. We consider some geometrical properties of the 
functional p(f) =SG d(f(t)) 44th called the Orhcz modular. These properties, like 
strict convexity, uniform convexity or uniform convexity in every direction, can be 
equivalently expressed in terms of the properties of the corresponding Orlicz 
function 4. We use these properties in order to prove some fixed point results for 
mappings 7’~ B-r B, Bc Lm, that are nonexpansive with respect to the Orlicz 
modular p, i.e., p( Tf - Tg) < p(f - g) for all f and g in B. We prove also existence 
and uniqueness in L# of the best approximant with respect to p and some convex 
subsets of L@. Our results are valid also in the case when the Orlicz function 4 does 
not satisfy the AZ-condition. This demonstrates the advantage of our method 
because, in the latter case, both Luxemburg’s and Orlicz’s norms cannot possess 
suitable convexity properties. NC\ 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELMNAIuES 
In this paper we consider classical Orlicz function spaces L”, but at the 
same time we introduce some nonstandard geometrical properties and 
apply them to obtain fixed point theorems for mappings acting within L@. 
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The advantage of our approach consists in: (1) we are able to study the 
structure of an Orlicz space Ld even if the function d does not satisfy the 
AZ-condition (in the latter case, L9 is a very bad space from the point of 
view of geometry of Banach spaces); (2) our conditions can be verified 
much easier because they do not involve the norm 11. I/4 which is indirectly 
defined, but instead they employ the Orlicz modular which is a simple 
integral functional. 
Let us start with a brief review of some basic concepts and facts of the 
theory of Orlicz and modular spaces. 
1.1. DEFINITION. A convex, continuous, even function 4: R! + R+ is 
called an N-function if and only if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) 4(0)=0, 
(2) d is strictly increasing in [0, x), 
(3) lim,,, C#J(U)/U = 0 and lim, _ x: &u)/u = co. 
Let 4 be an N-function and let (G, Z, p) be a measure space, p being 
finite and atomless. Let us consider the space Lo(G) consisting of all 
measurable real-valued functions on G, and define for every f~ L"(G) the 
Orlicz modular p(f) by the formula 
P(f) = JG d(f(x)) 44x). 
The Orlicz space Lb is then defined as follows: 
Lb= {f~L~(G);p(Aff)-tO as I.+O}, 
or equivalently as 
L"= {f~L'(G);p(A.f2f)< co for some ,I>O}. 
The vector space L" can be equipped with Luxemburg’s norm defined by 
It is well known that (L", 11. iId) 1s a Banach space. For the review of the 
theory of Orlicz spaces see, e.g., [ 15, 17, 211. The functional p satisfies: 
(a) p(f) = 0 if and only iff= 0 p-a.e., 
(b) P(-f)=df) for anyfEL+, 
(c) p(~f+Bg)bcrp(f)+Bp(g)forcr,B30,cr+a=l andfELI. 
In this paper, p will be called an Orlicz modular induced by 4 (for the 
review of modular spaces see [ 171); Orlicz modular is a special case of a 
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function modular (cf. [13, 141). We have two structures in Lb: one is that 
of a Banach space induced by the norm (I.11 d, while the other is a structure 
of a modular space introduced by the Orlicz modular p. The basic fact that 
relates one structure to the other is that IIf,, 11) + 0 if and only if p(ccf,) + 0 
for every CI > 0. The geometry of the space (Lm, 11.11,) is relatively well 
known (cf. [6-9, 18-201). It turns out, however, that some basic geometri- 
cal properties of (L”, 11 Ilr) like reflexivity, strict convexity, and uniform 
convexity can hold only if 4 satisfies the d,-condition, i.e., there exist 
u0 > 0, k > 0 such that &2u) G k&u) for all u 2 1.4~. If 4 fails to satisfy A,, 
we cannot even determine the dual space (Lb)*, while in the A, case (L”)* 
is an Orlicz space L”‘, where d* is complementary to 4 in the sense of 
Young. It is worth recalling that A, is equivalent to the fact that p(f) < cc 
for any f~ L”. Also, 4 satisfies A, if and only if from p(f,) + 0 it follows 
that IIf, IId + 0. 
In Section 2 we introduce some geometrical properties of Orlicz 
modulars such as strict and uniform convexity. We characterize them in 
terms of simple properties of an N-function 4. In Theorem 2.11 we state 
that under some assumptions there exists a unique best approximant, i.e., 
such a function g,,E C that inf{p(f- g); gE C} = p(f- go), where fe L@ 
and C is a @)-closed, convex subset of L”. This interesting approximation 
result is then used to prove Theorem 2.12 in which we state that L” has a 
property that resembles reflexivity, provided the Orlicz modular is 
uniformly convex. This and the other results are then applied in Section 3 
to prove a fix point theorem (Theorem 3.10) for p-nonexpansive mappings 
acting within Ld, i.e., for T: B -+ B, B c L” such that p( Tf - Tg) < p(f - g) 
for all f, g in B. To do this we introduce a notion of a modular normal 
structure. Fixed point theorems for p-nonexpansive maps in Musielak- 
Orlicz spaces were considered in [ 163. In [ 10, 143 the p-nonexpansive 
mappings in modular function spaces were studied. All above mentioned 
results used some compactness arguments while in this paper we do not 
need to assume any compactness at all. 
2. GEOMETRICAL PROPERTIES OF ORLICZ MODULARS 
To the end of this paper we assume that p is finite and atomless. 
However, by simple modification of proofs all our results can be obtained 
in the a-finite case. Let us introduce some properties of N-functions and of 
Orlicz modulars generated by them. 
2.1. DEFINITION. An n-function 4 is said to be strictly convex (SC) if 
and only if for every u #u there holds 
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2.2. DEFINITION. An Orlicz modular p is called strictly convex (SC) if 
for every A g E L” such that p(,f) = p(g) and 
there holds f = g. 
Following [lo] let us recall the following definition. 
2.3. DEFINITION. (a) For any nonzero h E L” and r > 0 the p-modulus 
of uniform convexity in the direction of h is defined by 
6Jr, h) = inf{ 1 - $p(f‘+ $h)}, 
where the intimum is taken over all j”c Lb such that p(f) d r and 
p(f+h)dr. 
(b) We say that p is uniformly convex in every direction (UCED) if 
6,(r,h)>Oforevery hELd\(0) and r>O. 
(c) We say that p is uniformly convex (UC) if for any E > 0 and any 
r > 0, the p-modulus of uniform convexity, defined as 
6Jr, E) = inf{6Jr, h); h E L”, p(h/2) >, r&j 
is strictly positive. 
Observe that 
Remark. Let us observe that 6Jr, E) is an increasing function of E for 
every fixed r. Moreover, for rl < rz there holds 
Let us also mention that, since p does not have to be homogeneous, 
6+(r, h) depends on h, not only on the direction of h. Similarly, we have to 
consider the dependence of 6Jr, h) upon r. We decided however to 
preserve the “norm space” terminology because UCED plays a similar role 
in our theory. It was proved by Kaminska [9] that for the norm /I. 11) 
the following assertions are equivalent: (a) // ./Id is UCED, (b) // . /jm is SC, 
(c) 4 is SC and 4 satisfies A,. 0 ur next theorem gives the modular version 
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of that result. Note, however, that replacing 11. II4 by p, we are able to 
eliminate the AZ-assumption. 
2.5. THEOREM. The following three conditions are equivalent: 
(i) q4 is SC; 
(ii) p is UCED; 
(iii) p is SC. 
Proof (i) =z. (ii) Let r >O and hEL@\{O} be arbitrary. We want 
to show that 6+(r, h) is strictly positive. In order to do this, take any 
f~ L” such that p(f)<r and p(f+ h)<r. Let us choose O<a</? for 
which the set G, = {t E G; CI 6 [h(t)1 </II has positive measure. Write 
M=&‘(2r/p(G,)). Since q5 is SC on [ -(M+b), M+fl], it follows by the 
compactness argument that there exists a 6 > 0 such that 
4 > 4(u) + 4(v) y <(l-6) 2 . (*I 
for U,VE[-(M+/?), M+fl] with Iu--uI 2~. Denote GO= {tEG; 




,dG,\G,) 2 AGI) - AGcJ 2 2. 
Let us note that for tEG1\GO, we havef(t)E[-(M+p), M+j] and 
(h(t)+f(t))E C-W+hM+/O 
By (*) (with u= h+f, v=f) we obtain then that 
f(t) + F) 44t) 
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where G, = G\(G,\G,), by (**) and convexity of q5 we conclude then that 
u(.f+~)s(l -@jG, ,,; (b(f(r)) + d(Nt) +f(t))) 44t) 
+ s G2 ; (W(t)) + 4(Nf) +f(t))) 44t) 
= j G‘ (&f(t)) + #(h(f) +f(t))) 4(f) 
-61 GI’\GO 
; (W(f)) +4@(t) +f(t))) 4(t). 
Since 4 is convex and even, we obtain that 
$wf)P) G; (d( -f(f)) + W(f) + h(t))) 
=; (W(t)) + W(f) + h(t))). (***I 
For each r E G,\G,, there holds Ih(t > a/2 and in view of (***), we have 
s, G ,,, f (W(t)) + W(t) +f(t))) 44t
Hence, 
P f+; ~f(p(f)+p(h+f))-~61(a/2)~(G,) ( > 
<r - i WE/~) ,u(GI). 
Finally, we can observe that 
6,(r, h) 2 & W(42) @(Cl) > 0. 
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(ii)+ (iii) Supposef an d b 1 g e ong to Lm, f # g and p(f) = p(g) = r. 
Puth=f-g,thenp(f+g)6randp(g)dr.Sinceh#O,thenr>Oandby 
(ii) we obtain 6Jr, h) > 0. Thus, 
and since 6,(r, h) > 0, then p(i(f+ g)) < $(p(f) + p(g)) = r. 
(iii) * (i) Take a # 6. Since p is atomless, there exist G, and Gz such 
that G=G,uG,, G, n Gz = @ and p(G,) =p(G,). Let us define the 
function 
f = axGl + bxcz and g = kc, + axG 2’ 
Then, i(f + g) = +(a + b) xc and f - g = (a - b)(XG, - x@) # 0. Thus, 
df) = %$(4 + d(b)) P(G) = p(g). 
By strict convexity of p we have p( i(f + g)) < i(p(f) + p(g)) which implies 
that 
~4% + b)) < %W + d(b)). 
The proof of Theorem 2.5 is complete. 
2.6. DEFINITION. A function 4 is said to be very convex (VC) if and 
only if for any E > 0 and any u0 > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that 
implies 
It is easy to see that q4 is VC if 4 is uniformly convex (for the study of 
uniform convexity of q4 see [S]). For our next result we need the following 
technical lemma. 
2.7. LEMMA. Let I$ be very convex. To every E > 0, s > 0 there exists q> 0 
which depends only on E and s such that 6,(r, E) > q for r > s/3. 
Proof: Let us fix E > 0, s > 0 and choose u0 > 0 such that 
d( uO) p(G) < SE/~. Since q5 is VC we can pick up a 6 > 0 such that 
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implies 
Let us fix any Y >s/3, take any functions ,f; 11~ L” with ~(,f‘) < r. 
p(f+ h) < r and p(h/2) > rE. Let 
Go = {t E G; &J‘(f)) + #(f(t) + h(f)) 2 4(uo)i> 
and 
Then, 
Gz = Go\G, 
6 s CC\%) u G2 ; (4(f(t)) + 4(h(z) +.f(t))) &(f) 
+ (l-4 jG ;(4(f(t)) + 4(Mt) +f(t))) Mf) I 
= s G; (4(f(t)) + 4(4t) +f(t))) 44t) 
- 6 jGl f (4(f(t)) +4@(t) +f(t))) 44t). 
As in the proof of Theorem 2.5, we obtain 
Let us observe that by convexity of (b and by definition of Go, there holds 
S,,c,4(~)d~(t)~i~,li,2 1 (4(f(t)) + 4(h(t) +f(t))) 44t) 
G; 4(d p(G\Go) G; 4(uo) P(G) G ;. 
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On the other hand, by definition of GZ, we have 




The proof of Lemma 2.7 is complete. 
In [S] it was proved that the norm II.11 + is uniformly convex if and only 
if 4 is uniformly convex and C$ satisfies the condition A,. We will now prove 
the analogous characterization of uniformly convex Orlicz modulars. 
2.8. THEOREM. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) 4 is VC; 
(ii) p is UC. 
Proof (i) * (ii) Follows immediately from Lemma 2.7. 
(ii)*(i) Suppose CJ~ is not very convex. Then, there exist sO>O, 
u0 > 0 and u,, v, > 0 such that 
409'15512-8 
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but 
Choose G,, c G such that (Q(u,,) + #(c,,)) p(G,,) = q5(uO) p(G) and E,, c G,, 
with ,u(E,,)= $p(G,,), F,, = G,,\E,,. Let us define functions .f,, and h,, by 
fn = %XE, + v,xF,j and h,, = (u,, - unh, - XF,) Thus, 
and 
dfn + 4,) = /‘(WE, + %xF,) = P(f,). 
Hence, 
,4%J = 4(;(vn- u,)) AGn) 
2 &M~,) + 4(d) P(GJ = d(e) P(G). 
Compute 
>; 1 - t (4(s) + 4(v,)) AG,) ( > 
=; 1-t &z+,)p(G). 
( > 
Let E = 2~~ and r = $4(u0) p(G) and note that 
This implies that 6,(r, E) = 0 because n is arbitrary. 
The following functions: d,(t) = el’l - /fI - 1, C&(Z) = e12 - 1 may serve as 
examples of very convex (and hence strictly convex) N-functions that do 
not satisfy AZ-condition (cf. [ 15, 193). Nevertheless, by Theorems 2.5 and 
2.8, we can obtain some information about the geometrical properties of 
Orlicz modulars and about fixed points of p-nonexpansive mappings 
(Theorem 3.11, later in this paper). 
Beside norm convergence, there are some other types of convergence in 
Orlicz spaces. Frequently, convergence in measure and convergence 
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p-almost everywhere are used. Modular convergence of (f,,) to 0 denotes 
that there exists c( > 0 such that p(af,) + 0. Certainly, modular convergence 
is weaker than the norm convergence (they are equivalent if and only if 4 
satisfies AZ). We will use another convergence which is situated between 
norm and modular convergence. 
2.9. DEFINITION. (a) We say that (f,) is (p)-convergent of and write 
f, -f(p), if and only if p(f,, -f) + 0. 
(b) A sequence of functions (f,), with f, E L”, is called (p)-Cauchy if 
p(f, -f,) -+ 0 as IZ, m -+ 0. 
(c) An Orlicz modular p is said to be complete if and only if any 
(p)-Cauchy sequence is (p)-convergent o an element of L”. 
(d) A set B c L” is called @)-closed if for any sequence off, E B the 
convergence f, -+ f(p) implies that f belongs to B. 
Let us note that (p)-convergence does not necessarily imply (p)-Cauchy 
condition. 
2.10. THEOREM. L” is (p)-complete. 
Proof: Let E >O be given and let (f,) be a (p)-Cauchy sequence of 
functions from L”. There then exists a subsequence (f,,) and a measurable 
function f such that f,,, + f p-a.e. By the Fatou Lemma, for m sufficiently 
large there holds 
Hence,f,+f(p). Since p(f-f,,,)<oo,f-~,EL~ becausef,EL’+‘. 
2.11. THEOREM. Assume that I$ is VC, C is a (p)-closed, convex subset of 
L4. Let f E L” be such that the (p)-distance between f and C, defined by 
is finite. There exists then a unique g, E C such that p(f - g,) = d,(f, C). 
Proof. Let us denote d= d,(f, C). We know that d< co. We can 
assume that d> 0 (otherwise, f E C because C is (p)-closed). By the defini- 
tion of d, there exists a sequence (f,) such that f,, E C and p(f - f,) d 
(1 + l/n) d. We claim that (ffn) is a (p)-Cauchy sequence. Indeed, suppose 
this is not the case. There then exists a0 > 0 and a subsequence (f,,) such 
that 
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for nk # np. By Theorem 2.8, p is UC and therefore, 
p(,f- ;(.f,,+.f;,,))<U -6Ji-:,,l.U’kp), dkp))d(k,p). (*I 
where d(k, p) = max{ (1 + l/n,) G!, (1 + l/n,) l/i. For k and p sufficiently 
large, d(k, p) d 2d. Thus, by Remark 2.4 we obtain 
By Lemma 2.7 we can find q > 0 such that 6,(&,/2d, Y) > q for r > d/3. Since 
d(k, p) > d 2 d/3, it follows that 6,(&,/2d, d(k, p)) > ye. In view of (*) then 
df- 8fn,+f,J)W -ul)d(kpf. 
Since C is convex, we conclude that $(f,,, +f,,) E C, and therefore 
d<Af- ~U,,+fn,))W -y/)d(kp). 
Hence, for any natural k and p, d < (1 - q) d(k, p) and, since d(k, p) + d as 
k, p -+ co, we have d< (1 - q) d, which is impossible. Thus, (if,) is 
(p)-Cauchy. Since L” is (p)-complete (Theorem 2.10), there exists a func- 
tion g E L” such that if, -+ g(p). Surprisingly, 2g belongs to C. Indeed, 
PMfn +fm) - Gfn + 8)) --+ 0 as m-cc. 
Therefore , if, + g belongs to C by convexity and (p)-closedness of C. 
Letting n tend to infinity, we obtain that 2gE C. Observe that 
For fixed n let m -+ 03. By the Fatou Lemma 
df- f.L-d6~Mf‘-fn)+4 
By Fatou’s Lemma again (as n + co) we obtain p(f - 2g) < d. Since 2g E C 
then p(f-2g)~d. Therefore, ~(f-2g) =d. Put g,=2g. We have just 
found our best approximant. It remains to prove that g, is the unique best 
approximant. Let h, be another such element of C. Hence, p(f - go) = d 
and p(f- h,) = d. By convexity of p we obtain 
Since C is convex, i( g, + h,) E C and consequently 
d6 df- t(so + ho)), 
which implies that p(S - $( g, + h,)) = d. Since p is UC, it follows that p is 
SC and therefore g, = h,. 
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It is well known that an Orlicz space (Lm, 11. Ilr) cannot be reflexive if 4 
fails to satisfy A,. In Banach spaces reflexivity is equivalent to the property 
that every sequence of closed convex and bounded sets has nonempty inter- 
section provided that each finite intersection is nonempty. Our next result 
states that even if 4 does not satisfy the A,-condition, Orlicz space L+’ has 
a property of that kind provided 4 is VC. 
2.12. THEOREM. Let I$ be VC and (C,) be a decreasing sequence of 
(p)-closed, convex subsets of L”. Assume that there exists f E L” such that 




ProoJ: Since (C,) is decreasing, the sequence d,(f, C,) is increasing and 
by (*) is bounded. Hence, there exists d = lim, _ IxI d,(f, C,) < CO. By 
Theorem 2.11, for every n E N there exists a unique g, E C, such that 
p(f-gJ=d,(f, C,). 
If d = 0 then p(f - g,) + 0 and consequently f E C, for each n in N because 
(C,) is decreasing. Assume now that d > 0. Repeating the argument from 
the proof of Theorem 2.11, we can prove that (g,) is a (p)-Cauchy 
sequence. Since L” is (p)-camp e e 1 t , then there exists gE L” such that 
g, + g(p). Since C, are @)-closed and decreasing, it follows then that 
ge C, for any natural n. 
3. NONEXPANSIVE MAPPINGS WITH RESPECT TO ORLICZ MODULARS 
In this section we will study (p)-nonexpansive mappings in Orlicz spaces 
and relevant fixed point problems (Theorems 3.10 and 3.12). Let us start 
with the definition of (p)-nonexpansiveness. 
3.1. DEFINITION. Let B be a subset of L@ and let T: B + B be an 
arbitrary mapping. We say that T is (p)-nonexpansive if and only if 
p(Tf-Tg)G~(f-gl for any f, g in B. 
One of the reasons of our interest in (p)-nonexpansive mappings is that 
the p-nonexpansiveness can be easily verified while norm-nonexpansiveness 
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is quite hard to verify because of the indirect definition of the norm. It can 
be also shown (cf. [lo]) that we have to assume much more in order to 
assure norm-nonexpansiveness of a mapping. Namely, T is I/. l/m-non- 
expansive if 
P(i’(Tf- TiT)) ~P(Y(S- 8)) for every y > 0. 
3.2.a. DEFINITION. A function r: L4 -+ [0, ‘m] is called a (p)-type if and 
only if there exists a sequence (f,,) of elements from Lb such that 
~(g)=limSupp(f,-g) 
II + x 
for any g E Ld. 
3.2.b. DEFINITION. A function 1: L” + [0, co] is called @)-lower semi- 
continuous if and only if for any c1> 0, the set C, = { f~ L”; I”(f) < E} is 
(p)-closed. 
It can be proved that (p)-lower semicontinuity is equivalent to the 
condition 
A(f) < lirm ‘;“f A(f,) if f, +f(~);f,f, E L”. 
3.3. PROPOSITION. The following two conditions are equivalent: 
(i) 4 satisfies A,, 
(ii) Every (p)-type is (p)-lower semicontinuous. 
Proof: (i) * (ii) It was proved by Kaminska [IS] that if 4 satisfies A,, 
then the Orlicz modular is uniformly continuous, i.e., for any E > 0 and 
L > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that 
b(g)-dh+g)l be if p(h)dhandp(g)bL. 
Let t be an arbitrary @)-type. Let us fix a >O; we want to prove 
that C, is (p)-closed. Without any loss of generality we can assume that 
C, is nonempty. Let (f,) be a sequence of elements from C, and let 
f, + f(p). We have to prove that r(f) d ~1. Since 4 satisfies A,, and r is 
finite for f,, then r is finite everywhere. In particular, r(f) < co. 
Consequently, L = sup, t N p( g, -f) < 00, where (g,=) definies r, i.e., 
r(g) = lim sup, _ o. p(g - g,) for any g E Lb. Let us fix an arbitrary E > 0.4 
There exists then a 6 > 0 such that 
b(g) - Ah + s)l < 6 if p(h)<aandp(g)<L. 
Since ~(f-f,) -0, there exists n’E N with ~(f-f,)<s for n an’. put 
h=f-f,,, and g=g,-f. Therefore, Ip(g,-f)-p(g,--f,,)l GE for 
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IZ E N. By the definition of z, we obtain jr(f) - z(f,,)l < E. This implies that 
z(f) 6 c1+ E becausef,,. EC,. By arbitrariness of E, r(f) is less than or equal 
to c(, which gives (ii). 
(ii) * (i) Suppose 4 does not satisfy A,. There then exists f in L” 
such that p(f) < cc while p(A,) = cc for any ;1> 1. Define 
and g,, = f, -f: Let the (p)-type r be defined by 
r(g) = lim sup p(g- g,). 
m-a; 
It is easy to check that If, - g, 1 d IfI for m L n and therefore 
t(f,)=limsu~p(f,-g,)~p(f)< 00. 
m-cc 
Denoting cz = p(f), we have f, E C, for any II E N. Observe that f, -S 
pointwise, If, -fl< IfI and then by Lebesgue’s Theorem, p(f, -f) + 0. 
Let us compute 
z(f) = lim sup p(f- g,) = lim sup p(2f-f,), 
m-m m-m 
and observe that p(2f-f,) = co since p(2f) = co, p(j) < cc and p(G) < co. 
Finally, r(f) = co, that is, fcannot be in C, and this would imply that C, 
is not (p)-closed. Contradiction completes the proof. 
The importance of the above result consists in the fact that, in order to 
obtain a fixed point theorem for @)-nonexpansive mappings in L@ (p being 
UC) we cannot simply mimic the constructive proofs from [2,4,5] 
because they are based on the lower semicontinuity of types. By Proposi- 
tion 3.3 this would be possible only if 4 satisfied the AZ-condition. We 
have, therefore, to introduce a notion of a (p)-normal structure (for the 
definition of normal structure in normed linear spaces see, e.g., [ 1 I), and 
to prove a modular analog of Kirk’s fixed point theorem [ 111. 
3.4. DEFINITION. Let f~ L” and let A be a nonempty subset of L”. Let 
us define the following quantities: 
(a) r,(f,A)=sup(~(S-g);gEA}, 
(b) R,(A) = inf(r,(h, A); h E A}, 
(cl q4=sup(Pv-g); hEA,gEA), 
(d) V&4) = {h EA; r,(h, A) = &,A}. 
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We say that f E.4 is a (p)-diametral point if r,,(,/; .4)=6,,(A). We say that 
A is a (p)-diametral set if and only if eachJ’in A is a (p)-diametral point. 
A set A is said to be (p)-bounded if S,,(A)< X. 
3.5. DEFINITION. We say that L @ has @)-normal structure if any 
@)-bounded, (p)-closed, convex, not reduced to a single point, subset C of 
L” is not a (p)-diametral set, or equivalently, if gP(C) # C. 
We are now going to prove an analog of Garkavi’s characterization of 
UCED in normed linear spaces [3]. 
3.6. THEOREM. The following assertions are equivalent: 
(a) p is UCED, 
(b) If C is a nonempty, (p)-bounded, (p)-closed, convex subset of L” 
then V,,(C) has at most one point. 
ProoJ: (a)=(b) Let Cc Lm be nonempty, @)-bounded, (p)-closed 
and convex. Assume to the contrary that there exist f# g in gQ(C). For 
every h E C there holds ~(f - h) d R,(C) and p( g - h) < RP( C). Since p is 
UCED there holds then 
where 6 = 6,(R,(C), f - g). Let us note that S > 0 since f # g and 
RP( C) > 0 because p( f - g) ,< RP( C). Thus, 
r,(t(f + g), Cl = sup pf(f+ g) - h) d (1 - 6) R,(C). 
htC 
This implies that RP( C) < yP( $ (f + g), C) d ( 1 - 6) RJ C), which contra- 
dicts the fact that R,(C) > 0. 
(b) * (a) Assume to the contrary that p is not UCED. There then 
exists a function f E L”\(O) and r > 0 such that 6,(r, f) = 0. By the defini- 
tion of 6, we can find a sequence (g,) in L” such that p(g,) d r, 
p(g, + f) G r and 
pk, + ff) + r as n-+co. 
Let h, = g, + if and C= conv{h,, -h,, (a/2)f}, where a < 1 is such that 
p(af) < r. Let us prove that R,(C) = r. Observe that, by convexity of p, 
and 
P( -hJ = p(k) d r 
p if Gijp(af)<r. 
( > 
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Thus, p(g) 6 r for any g E C. Since 0 belongs to C, it follows that 
r,(O, Cl d r, and consequently R,(C) d r. Take any gE C. Since 
h, = i(h, - g) + +(A, + g), then 
p(h) G Mh, - g) + Mh, + 8) G +rJg, C) + Ir,k, C) = t,k, Cl. 
Since lim, j cc p(h,) = r, it follows that r&g, C) 3 r. Hence, R,(C) 3 r and 
then RP( C) = r. Since r,(O, C) d r, then it actually equals zero, which means 
that 0 belongs to ep(C). Let us note that (c(/2)f# 0 and belongs to g,,(C) 
as well. Indeed, we have 
h,-~f=(l-P)g,+B(g,+f) 1-M with b=- 2 ’ 
and 
h,+ff=U -B’)s,+B’kn+f) l+!X with b’=- 
2 
Thus, p(h, - (42)f) < r and p(h, + (42)f) < r. It follows from the defmi- 
tion of C that for any g E C there holds p(g- (42)f) < r and consequently 
(cc/2)f~ %?J C). Finally, we have found two different elements in %?JC). 
Contradiction completes the proof. 
The next result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.6. 
3.7. THEOREM. If p is UCED then L@ has (p)-normal structure. 
Before we state our fixed point theorem we give the following definition. 
3.8. DEFINITION. We say that L” has property (R) if and only if every 
decreasing sequence (C,) of (p)-bounded, (p)-closed, convex subsets of L” 
has nonempty intersection provided C, # @ for any n E N. 
3.9. Remark. In view of Theorem 2.12, it is clear that L” has property 
(R) if 4 is VC. 
3.10. THEOREM (Fixed Point Theorem). Assume that L” has property 
(R) and (p)-normal structure. If Cc L4 is a nonempty, (p)-closed, 
(p)-bounded, convex set and T: C + C is (p)-nonexpansive, then the mapping 
T has a fixed point in C. 
Before we give the proof of Theorem 3.10, we have to prove the 
following lemma (a similar result for metric cases can be found in [ 121). 
Recall that Kc L4 is T-invariant if T(K) c K. 
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3.11. LEMMA. Let C and T he as in Theorem 3.10. There exists Kc c‘, 
which is nonempt??, (p)-closed, convex, T-imariant and such that 
Proof of Lemma 3.11. If R,,(C) =6,,(C) then we can take K= C. 
Assume therefore that RP( C) < d,(C). Let r = :a,,( C) + $ Rr( C). Since 
R,(C) < r, there exists then f 6 C such that r,,(A C) < r. Define the family 
F = {H c C; T(H) c H,,~E H, H is @)-closed and convex ) 
and observe that P # Q5 because CE 9. Let K = nHE9 H and note that 
Kc C, f E K, K is (p)-closed, convex and that T(K) c K. Let us define 
(p)-balls, i.e., sets of the form BP( g, m) = {h EL”; p(g - h) d a}, and 
observe that by Fatou’s lemma B,,( g, a) are (p)-closed. We introduce a 
family f of all (pj-balls that contain T(K) u {f>. Consider the set 
conv(T(K)u {f}= n BnK, 
BE .I 
and observe that convex hull of T(K) u {f } is (p)-closed, convex and 
contains f: Let us prove that it is also T-invariant. Denote 
D = conv( T(K) u {f }) and observe that D c K. Then, 
T(D) c T(K) c D. 
Now define K, = {h E K, r,(h, K) d r}. Clearly, f belongs to K,. Let us note 
that 
K= () B,(g,r)nK. 
REK 
Hence, K, is convex and (p)-closed. Let us prove that K, is T-invariant. 
Take any h E K,, then h E K and, by definition of K,, Kc B,(h, r). Since T 
is (p)-nonexpansive, we obtain T(K) c B,(T(h), r). On the other hand, 
f belongs to B,(T(h), r) because r,,(f, C) d r and T(h) E K. Thus, 
K= D c B;(T(h), r), which implies r,(( T(h), K) < r, that is, T(h) belongs to 
K,. Consequently, K, E 9 and by definition of K, we obtain that Kc K,. 
Finally, K= K, and then 6,(K) < r. The proof of Lemma 3.11 is complete. 
Proof of Theorem 3.10. Consider the family 9 of all nonempty, 
(p)-closed, convex and T-invariant subsets of C. Let us define 6, : $9 -+ R + 
by 
6,(D) = inf{G,(F); F ~9, PC D}. 
Let {E,} be an arbitrary sequence tending to zero. By induction, we 
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can construct a decreasing sequence (D,) such that D,,E~ and 
~,(Dn+JGWn)+~n. By the property (R), D = n,, E N D, # @. It is clear 
that DE 9. Let us prove that D is reduced to a single point. Indeed, by 
Lemma 3.11 there exists D* E 9 with D* c D and such that 
$dD*) d &AD) + R,(D)). 
Since D* c D, for every n E N, it follows that &,(D,) < b,(D*). Hence, 
6,(D*) G&,(D) d 6,(D,+,) Q &,(D,) + E, d 6&D*) + E,, 
which implies that 
d,(D*) d 6,(D) d 6,(D*) + E, 
and passing with n to infinity, we have 6,(D*) = 6,(D), this implies that 
6,(D) G $(6,(D) + &AD)) 
and, since there always holds S,(D) > R,(D), we obtain that 6,(D) = 
R,(D). Since L# has (p)-normal structure, we deduce that D is reduced to 
a single point. Since D is T-invariant, it follows that this point is a fixed 
point for T. This completes the proof. 
Let 4 be VC. By Theorem 2.8 p is UC and consequently p is UCED, 
which, in view of Theorem 3.7, implies that L” has (p)-normal structure. 
On the other hand, the property (R) follows from Theorem 2.12. Hence, 
the following result is true. 
3.12. THEOREM. Let g5 be very convex and let C and T be as in 
Theorem 3.10. Then T has a fixed point in C. 
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